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Zimbabwe: A disastrous experiment

Africa’s leadership is often responsible for land grabs at an even larger scale. Zimbabwe’s disastrous land redistribution
programme (from 1992 to 2010), which eventually destroyed its most productive sector, illustrates the importance of
security of ownership that can unlock land as a bankable asset and the implications of land expropriation without due
process.

When Rhodesia declared itself a republic, a few years after independence in 1965, most of the black population had been
relegated to so-called tribal trust lands, generally in the lowlands—areas significantly less productive and often
disease-ridden.

After a violent struggle involving liberation forces operating from several neighbouring countries, Zimbabwe was born in
1979. The Zimbabwe African National Union-Patriotic Front (ZANU-PF), led by Robert Mugabe, subsequently won the first
elections in 1980 and embarked upon a land reform programme that steadily became more chaotic and violent.

Between 1960 and 1990, Zimbabwe exported about 10% more food than it consumed and consistently outproduced China
per capita. However, production per capita dropped rapidly in the early 1990s (Chart 4). Although agricultural output
recovered later that decade, the country has never regained previous production levels.

In the early 2000s, Mugabe evicted more than 4 000 white commercial farmers from their land. Later his party embarked
upon centralised ‘command agriculture’, which dealt a further blow to Zimbabwe’s . By 2010, yields peragricultural sector
hectare in Zimbabwe were below the levels seen at the time of its Unilateral Declaration of Independence in 1965,
although, due to the expansion of land under cultivation, total production was significantly higher.

Despite President Emmerson Mnangagwa initially appearing to embark on a different approach after deposing Mugabe in
a military coup in November 2017, he soon reverted to the same policies that had brought disaster in the first place. By
2019, Zimbabwe imported nearly 22% of its total food demand. When Mnangagwa half-heartedly sought to reverse course
in 2020, fewer than 300 white commercial farmers (mostly dairy farmers) were estimated to be left in the country. Much of

http://www.worldbank.org/en/programs/africa-myths-and-facts
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the land violently acquired had, in the meanwhile, been handed to party officials. In 2000, 10% of Zimbabweans lived in
extreme poverty. In 2020 that number had increased to 37% of the population living on less than US$1.90 daily.
Ham-fisted efforts at land and agricultural reform in Zimbabwe have worsened the situation.

A different approach in  would have yielded very different outcomes. The World Bank finds that agriculturalZimbabwe
markets regularly fail African farmers, generally because ‘the pattern of market failures is general and structural, and not
related to the head-of-household’s gender, or geographic characteristics such as distance to roads or large population
centres.’ African farms are less productive because farmers are chronically unable to access the finances (or credit) that
would allow them to purchase critical inputs that could improve yields, such as fertiliser and seed.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/2277976019856742
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